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A primary obstruction to topological embeddings
and its applications

Carlos Biasi, Janey Daccach and Osamu Saeki*

Abstract
Let f : M —> N be a proper continuous map between topological man-
ifolds with m = dimM < dimN = m + k. A primary obstruction
0(f) e H;_k(M; Z2) for f to be homotopic to a topological embedding has
been defined and studied from a differentiable topological viewpoint by the
first and the third authors in [5], where Hf denotes the singular homology
group based on infinite chains. In this paper, using algebraic topological
methods, we show that f.0(f) G Hg,_k(f(M);Z2) always vanishes, where
f = f : M —) f(M) and HS denotes the Cech homology group based on infi-
nite chains. This enables us to obtain various results without assuming the
existence of differentiable structures on the manifolds. For example, we show
the vanishing of the i-th Stiefel-Whitney class w,-(f) E H‘(M; Z2) of the sta-
ble normal bundle of an arbitrary proper topological embedding f: M —) N
for all i > k. We also give various new characterizations of differentiable
embeddings among generic differentiable maps as refinements of the results
obtained in [5], [7]. Furthermore, we give a result concerning the number
of connected components of the complement of a codimension-l continuous
map with a normal crossing point, which generalizes the results obtained in
[3], [1], [2] and [5]. We also study the R-bordism invariance of the homology
class 0(f).

1 Introduction
This is a continuation of the studies by the first and the third authors [4], [5], [6] and [7].

Let M and N be topological manifolds of dimensions m and n respectively and suppose
k = n — m > 0. For a proper continuous map f : M —) N, a. homology class 0(f) E

,‘§,_k(M;Z2) has been defined in [5, Definition 2.5], where Hf denotes the (singular)
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homology of the compatible family with respect to compact subsets (see [22, Chapter 6,

§3]) or equivalently the (singular) homology based on infinite chains (see [18, §5 and
§65]). This is a homotopy invariant of f and has the property that, when M and N
are smooth“ manifolds, if f is homotopicl to a proper smooth embedding, then 0( f)
vanishes. Furthermore, when M is compact and M and N are smooth manifolds, if f is

homotopic to a topological embeddingf, then 0( f) vanishes (see [5]). For all these results,
the differentiable structures on both M and N have played an important role, since the
technique of generic differentiable maps and the results due to Ronga [19] about such

generic maps have been extensively used.
In this paper, we study the homology class 0( f) of a proper continuous map f : M -—) N

from an algebraic topological viewpoint, so that we need no differentiability hypothesis
on M or N. Our main result is Corollary 3.4, which states that f..0(f) E an_k(f(M); Z2)
always vanishes, where f = f : M —-) f(M ) and HS denotes the Cech homology group
based on infinite chains. This result implies, as a direct corollary, that if f is a proper
(not necessarily locally flat) topological embedding, then 0(f) E an_k(M; Z2) vanishes
(Corollary 3.7). This means that the homology class 9( f) can always be regarded as a
primary obstruction to the existence of a homotopy between a given map and a topological
embedding.

Using the above mentioned result, we give various related results as applications.
First, as Corollary 3.9, we show that the top Stiefel-Whitney class of the stable normal
bundle of a proper topological embedding, defined via the Stiefel-Whitney classes of the
manifolds involved, coincides with the modulo 2 normal Euler class of the embedding
(see [9, Chapter VIII, §11]). Furthermore, we show that the i-th Stiefel—Whitney class
w;( f) E H i(M ; Z2) of the stable normal bundle of a codimension-k proper topological
embedding f : M —) N vanishes for all z' > k (Corollary 3.10). Such results have been
well-known for differentiable embeddings, but, to the authors’ knowledge, the results for

topological embeddings have not appeared in the literature until now. Then we give an
application concerning continuous maps of the real projective plane into 3—dimensional

manifolds (Proposition 4.1), generalizing results of [6]. Furthermore, we give various
new characterizations of differentiable embeddings among generic differentiable maps,
which are refinements of results obtained in [5], [7]. We also give a result concerning
the number of connected components of the complement of a codimension-l map with a
normal crossing point, which generalizes results of [3], [1], [2].

‘ln this paper, a manifold or a map is smooth if it is of class C°°.
1In this paper, we say that two proper maps f and g : M —+ N are homotopic if there exists a

homotopy F' : M x [0,1] —-) N between I and 9 such that F is a proper map.
lln this paper, a continuous map is said to be a topological embedding if it is a homeomorphism onto

its image. Thus the topological embeddings in this paper may not. necessarily be locally fiat.



We also give various new results about the homology class 0( f) itself. For example,
we show that if the source manifold M is compact and the closure of the self—intersection

set of f has topological dimension strictly less than m — k, then 0( f) E Hm_k(M; Z2)
vanishes (Corollary 3.17). We also show that the homology class 0(f ) is invariant under
R-bordism (see [11]) in an appropriate certain sense.

The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we recall the definition of the homology class

0( f) In §3, we show our key theorem (Theorem 3.1) and give various corollaries. In §4,

we give an application to maps of the real projective plane into 3-dimensional manifolds.
In 55, we give various new characterizations of differentiable embeddings among generic
differentiable maps when the source manifold is compact. For example, we show that a
generic map of class 02 is a differentiable embedding if and only if the (m — k + 1)-th
reduced Cech homology group of the mapping cone of f : M —> f(M) vanishes (Theo—

rem 5.2). Furthermore, we show that such a generic map is a differentiable embedding
if and only if f. : H.(M;Z2) —) ff..(f(M); Z2) is an isomorphism (Corollary 5.4). We
will also give an example of a generic immersion f : [W —> N such that H..(M; R) is

isomorphic to H,(f(M); R) for every commutative ring R with unit but that f is not an
embedding (Example 5.6). In §6, we study continuous maps with a differentiable normal
crossing point of multiplicity two. For such a continuous map f : M —+ N, we will find

a nonzero element ,u E H _k(A1; Z2) such that Al is a compact ANR (absolute neigh-
borhood retract) containing the self-intersection set of f, in}! = 0( f) with jl : A1 —> M
the inclusion map, and (flAl)..p = 0 in Hm_k(f(A1);Z2) (Proposition 6.2). Using this
result, we will show that the number of connected components of the complement of such

a map is greater than or equal to three, provided that H1(N; Z2) = 0 (see Corollary 6.4),
generalizing results obtained in [3], [1], [2] concerning immersions with normal crossings.
This is also a refinement of a result obtained in [5]. Note that a more general result
has been obtained in [20]; however, our method is totally different from that used in [20]

and our argument can also be applied to maps with codimension not necessarily equal
to one (see Corollary 6.3). In §7, we will define the notion of R—bordism between two
continuous maps fl : M1 -—) N and fz : M2 —> N (see [11]). In that case, H,(M1; Z2) and
H.(M2; Z2) are naturally isomorphic to each other. We will show that if fl and fz are
R—bordant, then 0(f1) and 0(f2) correspond to each other under this natural isomorphism
(Theorem 7.4). This result is closely related to the result obtained in [6] concerning the
bordism invariance of 0(f) We also give some examples of continuous maps f such that
0( f) = 0, but that f is not homotopic (or R—bordant) to a topological embedding.

We note that throughout the sections §§4—7, the source manifold M will always be
compact, since we will use the exactness of Cech homology for compact pairs (see [14]).
Thus, in these sections, the homology class 0( f) will always be an element of the usual



homology group H,,,_k(M; Z2), which is isomorphic to H51_k(M; Z2). We also note that
Hf E’ H, for compact spaces, where H. denotes the (usual) Cech homology group.

Throughout the paper, all manifolds are paracompact and have no boundary. The
symbol “2” denotes an appropriate isomorphism between algebraic objects.

The third author would like to thank the people at the University of Liverpool for

their hospitality during the preparation of the manuscript.

2 Definition of 6’(f)
Let M and N be topological manifolds of dimensions m and n respectively such that
k = n — m > 0 and f : M —+ N a proper continuous map.

Let [M] E Hfi,(M;Z2) denote the fundamental class of M, where Hf denotes the
(singular) homology of the compatible family with respect to compact subsets (see [22,

Chapter 6, §3]) or equivalently the (singular) homology based on infinite chains (see [18,

§5 and §65]). Denote by U! G H’“(N;Z2) the Poincaré dual of f.[M] E an(N;Z2); in

other words, f,[M] = U! A [N], where [N] e H,°,(N; Z2) is the fundamental class of N.
Let the total Stiefel-Whitney classes of M and N be denoted by w(ll/I) 6 H*(M; Z2)

and w(N) E H'(N;Z2) respectively and let w(M) E H‘(M; Z2) denote the dual Stiefel—

Whitney class of M; i.e., w(M) = w(M)‘1. Define w(f) = f‘w(N) v w(M), which
is called the total Stiefel- Whitney class of the stable normal bundle of f. We denote by

wk(f) E H"(M; Z2) the degree k term of w(f), which is the k—th Stiefel—Whitney class of
the stable normal bundle of f.

Definition 2.1 We define

9(f) = (f'Uf — wk(f)) A [M] E Hit-AM; 22)-

Note that this is a homotopy invariant of f. We also note that when M is compact,
0(f) is an element of the usual homology group Hm_k(M;Z2), since Hm_k(M;Z2) 2
He (M;Z2).m—k

The above homology class has been originally defined in [5] and denoted by 01(f). In

this paper, we use the notation 0(f) instead of 01(f), which will cause no confusion.
Many important observations about f‘U, and wk(f) E H"(M; Z2) have been given in

[5, §2]. For example, it has been remarked that 0(f) depends only on the map f : M ——> V,
where V is an arbitrary neighborhood of f(M) in N.

The reason why we use the homology class instead of the corresponding cohomology
class is that when M and N are smooth manifolds, 0(f) coincides with the fundamental
class carried by the closure of the self—intersection set of a generic map homotopic to f
(see [19], [5]).



It will be shown in the next section that if f is homotopic to a. topological embedding,
then 0(f) vanishes. In other words, 9(f) can be regarded as a primary obstruction to the
existence of such a homotopy.

3 Key theorem and corollaries
In this section, we first prove the following key theorem and give its important corollaries.

Theorem 3.1 Let f : M ——> N be a proper continuous map of an m-dimensional topo—

logical manifold M into an (m +k)-dimensional topological manifold N with k > 0. Then

f.¢9(f) G an_k(N; Z2) always vanishes.

Proof. First recall that

f.9(f) = f*((f*Uwak(f))’“lMl) (1)

= f~((f'Uf) A [Mll — f.(wk(f) A [Mlh (2)

where wk(f) is equal to the degree k term of (f'w(N)) v lD(M). As to the first term of
the equation (2), we have

f-((f"Uf) A [MD = U! A MM] (3)

= U/ A (U; A [ND (4)

= (U! V U!) A lNl- (5)

On the other hand, as to the second term of the equation (2), we have

f-(((f'w(N)) v @(M AllMl f((f wUV )) A (WM) A [Mlll- - (6)

Denoting by Sq;l the Steenrod squaring operation on the homology as defined in [17,

Problem 11-F, p.136], we have

MM) A W] = SthMl- (7)

Thus, with the usual Steenrod squaring operation on the cohomology being denoted by

Sq, the equation (6) is equal to

f~((f'w(N)) A (MM) A [Mlll = f~((f‘w(N)) A SthMl) (8)

= w(N) A f- thlMl (9)

= S(I(U(N)) A thif [Mli (10)

= Sq,,(v(N) A
(f—UlMl)

(11)

: SAqh(v(N) A))[N] (12)

= 5q;.((v(N) v
(U!)

A lNl), (13)



where v(N) denotes the total Wu class of N and the equation (10) follows from the Wu
formula (see [17, Theorem ll.14]). Thus, we have only to show that (U! v U!) A [N] is

equal to the degree m — k term of Sq;,((v(N) v U!) A [N]) in view of the equations (2),
(5), (6) and (13). Let f be an arbitrary element of [1;"""(N; Z2), where H; denotes the
cohomology group with compact support. By the universal coefficient theorem, we have
only to show that

<€,(U/ V U!) A lNl>=<£,5(1h((v(N) v U!) “- [Nll>- (14)

As to the left hand side, we have

<€anfVUflh‘lNl>=<§V(UJVUflilNl>- (15)

As to the right hand side of the equation (14), we have

<§,th((v(N) v Uf) f“ lNl)> = <3?(€),(v(N) V U!) A lNl> (16)

= <(?q(§)vU/)vv(N)>lNl> (17)

= <5'Q(3?(€) v U1),lNl> (18)

= <5<I(571(§)) v SQ(Uf)lel> (19)

= <6 v SQ(Uf)lel>’ (20)

where 5 denotes the inverse of the automorphism Sq on the cohomology with compact
support (see [17, Problem ll-E, p.136]), the equation (16) follows from [17, Problem ll—F,

[).136], the equation (18) follows from the property of the Wu class, and the equation (20)
follows from the definition of 5_q. Since the degree m + k term of§ v Sq(Uf) is equal to
the cup product off and the degree 2k: term of Sq(U/), we see that

<§VSQ(UI)’lNl>=<§-v(vaUflalNl>a (21)

which is equal to the left hand side of the equation (14) by the equation (15), since
U] E Hk(N; Z2). This completes the proof. I]

Remark 3.2 It is well-known that for noncompact manifolds, we have the Poincaré duality
isomorphism between the cohomology with compact support and the usual homology (for

example, see [17, Appendix A]). However, in the above proof, we have implicitly used
the duality isomorphisms Hf(M; Z2) E Hm"(M; Z2) and HJ?(N; Z2) E H"‘j(N; Z2) (see
[18, §65]) and also the corresponding formulas about the Steenrod squaring operations.
Such results are not explicitly written in the literature, but can be proved by standard
arguments.



We also note that the universal coefficient theorem works for cohomology with compact
support and homology based on infinite chains. In fact, for a noncompact manifold X,
the cup product is a bilinear map

MMflfixmwflfiAMWKE)
OI“

Wampummmsflwmmfi
the cap product is a bilinear map

1P<X;zz)>< H;(x; Z2) —+ fez-(X; Z2),

and the Cronecker delta is a bilinear map

flamgxmumfiem.
Furthermore, th is defined on the homology based on infinite chains and Sq is defined
both on the usual cohomology and on the cohomology with compact support.

Remark 3.3 When the manifolds M and N are differentiable, we can also prove the above
theorem by using a generic differentiable map (see §5) homotopic to f and by using [7,

Lemma 3.1].

Corollary 3.4 Let f : M —) N be a proper continuous map of an m—dimensional topo-
logical manifold M into an (m+k)—dimensional topological manifold N with k > 0. Then

f.0(f) E If§,_k(f(M);Zg) always vanishes, where f: f: M —> f(M).

Remark 3.5 It is known that for ANR’s, the Cech homology groups are naturally iso—

morphic to the singular homology groups (for example, see [22]). Thus, for ANR’s, we
always identify the two homology groups, especially for manifolds. In particular, we have
0(f)€1'15._k(M;Zz)= sun/Wm?)-

Proof of Corollary 3.4. Take an arbitrary open neighborhood V of f(M) in N. Since
V is a topological manifold, by applying Theorem 3.1 to fix = f : M —+ V, we see
that (fv).0(fv) = 0 in Hfi,_k(V;Z2). Since 9(f) = 0(fv) in H;_,C(M;Z2), we see that
(fv)*9(f) = 0 in H7i_k(V;Zzl-

Let iv : f(M) ——+ V denote the inclusion map. Then, by the above argument, we
have (iv).(f.0(f)) = (fv).0(f) : 0 in an_k(V;Z2) for all V. Since PIC (f(M);Z2) is"1—1:

identified with the inverse limit

l(ir_n H” (V; Z2),m—k

we see that f,0(f) = O in an_k(f(M); Zg). This completes the proof. H

We have the following immediate corollaries.



Corollary 3.6 Let f : M —> N be a proper continuous map of an m-dimensional topo—

logical manifold M into an (m+k)—dimensional topological manifold N with lc > 0. Ifft :

Hf,,_k(M;Zg) —> Hg,_k(f(M); Z2) is a monomorphism, then 9(f) = 0 in Hg,_k(M;Z2).

Corollary 3.7 Let f : M —) N be a proper topological embedding of an m-dimensional
topological manifold M into an (m + k)—dimensional topological manifold N with k > 0.

Then 0(f) G Hf,,_k(M; Z2) always vanishes.

The above corollary shows that if a proper continuous map f : M —> N between
topological manifolds (dimM < dimN) is homotopic to a (not necessarily locally flat)
topological embedding, then 0(f) vanishes. In other words, 0(f) can be regarded as a
primary obstruction to the existence of such a homotopy. This fact has already been shown

in [5] when the manifolds M and N admit differentiable structures and N] is compact.

Remark 3.8 A topological embedding f : M —> N between topological manifolds is proper
if and only if f(M) is a closed subset of N.

For a. proper topological embedding f : M —> N, denote by Tff) E Hk(N,N —

f(M);Z2) the Thom class and set x(f) = f'7'(f) E Hk(M;Z2), where f' : Hk(N,N —

f(M); Z2) —> llk(M; Z2) is the homomorphism induced by the composition of f : M —+

f(M) and the inclusions f(M) —) N —) (N,N — f(M)). The cohomology class x(f) is

called the normal Euler class of f (see [9, Chapter VIII, §11]).

Corollary 3.9 Let f : M —> N be a proper topological embedding of an m-dimensional

topological manifold M into an (m + k)-dimensional topological manifold N with k > 0.

Then we always have wk(f) = x(f) = ff]; 6 Hk(M;Z2).

Proof. By [9, Chapter VIII, 11.25 Proposition], we see that the element x(f) A [M] E

an_k(M; Z2) is Poincaré dual to f‘(Uj) G Hk(M; Z2) (see also [9, Chapter VIII, §ll.27]).
Hence x(f) = f‘Uj. On the other hand, by Corollary 3.7 and the definition of 0(f) (see
Definition 2.1), we have wk(f) : f‘Uf. This completes the proof. ||

Corollary 3.10 Let f : M —) N be a proper topological embedding ofan m-dimensional

topological manifold M into an (m + k)—dimensional topological manifold N with k > 0.

Then the i—th Stiefel—Whitney class w,(f) 6 H’lM; Z2) of the stable normal bundle off
vanishes for all i > k.

Proof. Consider the composition

sz—f>N=Nx{o}—">Nfo—k,



where 7] is the inclusion map. It is not difficult to see that H5,(N x Ri‘k; Z2) is naturally
isomorphic to an_(,-_k)(N;Z2) ® Hf_k(Ri'k;Z2) E“ an_(i_k)(N;Z2). Thus we see that
U!- = 0 E H‘(N >< R“’°;Z2) and hence that 0(f) coincides with the Poincaré dual of
w;(f~). On the other hand, since i is a proper topological embedding, (Ki) vanishes by
Corollary 3.7. Thus we have w;(f) = 0 G H1(M;Z2). Thus we have only to show the
following.

Lemma 3.11 We have wi(f) = w;(f) G Hi(M; Z2) for all i.

Proof. We have only to show that w(N) E H"(N; Z2) corresponds to w(N x R) E

H‘(N x R; Z2) by the natural isomorphism H"(N; Z2) T—J H*(N x R; Z2). Furthermore,
by the Wu formula, this reduces to showing that v(N) corresponds to U(N x R), where
1) denotes the total Wu class. For this, we have only to show that, for an arbitrary
a: G H§+l—j(N x R; Z2), we have

<3: v v;(N), [N x R]>=<qu(:r), [N x R] >,

where rig-(N) G Hj(N x R; Z2) is the element which corresponds to vJ-(N) E H’fN; Z2).
Since HC"+“1(N x R; Z2) E“ He’l‘j(N;Z2) (2) HCI(R;Z2), we have a: = x' x C for some
m' E Hen—“N; Z2), where C E HCI(R; Z2) E“ Z; is the generator. Then, with the generator
of HO(R; Z2) g Z2 being denoted by 1, we have

<mvv3~<NtiNxR1> = <(rv’><<:)v(vj(N)x1),[N]><[R]>
= <x' v vJ-(N),[N]>
= <‘5'qj(x’),[Nl>

= <qu(:r') >< C,[N] >< [R]>

= <qu(a:),[N x R]>.
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.11 and hence Corollary 3.10. ||

Remark 3.12 Probably, it would also be possible to prove the above result by using the
stable normal microbundles as in [16], [12], [15, Essay IV, Appendix A]. Here we have
given a proof which does not depend on the existence of such bundle structures.

Remark 3.13 We do not know if a result similar to Corollary 3.10 holds for topological
immersions (i.e., locally injective continuous maps) as well.

Corollaries 3.7 and 3.10 imply, for example, that if the dual Stiefel-Whitney class

u');(M) of an m-dimensional topological manifold M does not vanish, then for all j S i,
M cannot be topologically embedded in Rm” as a closed subset. This is a very strong
result, since we are considering topological embeddings which are not necessarily locally
flat.



Corollary 3.14 Let f : M —) N be a proper continuous map of a connected m-
dimensional topological manifold M into an 2m—dimensional topological manifold N.
Then 0(f) 6 H0(M; Z2) always vanishes.

Proof. Since f. : HS(M; Z2) ——) ll3(f(M); Z2) is always a monomorphism, we have the
result by Corollary 3.6. H

For a continuous map f : M —> N between topological manifolds, we set

M(f) = {m E M : f"‘(f($)) 74 {fl},

which is called the self-intersection set of f (see [19], [5]).

In the following results, the source manifold M will be compact. The following is a
refinement of [5, Theorem 6.1].

Corollary 3.15 Let f : M —> N be a continuous map of an m—dimensional closed topo—

logical manifold M into an (m + k)—dimensional topological manifold N with k > 0. Set
A = M(f) and B = f(A). Then there exists an element u E Hm_k(A; Zg) such that

14/1 = 0(f) G film-MM; 22) = Hm-k(M; Zz) and (fl/4M = 0 G Hm—lei Zz),

wherej : A —) M is the inclusion map (when A = (l), we regard Hm_k(A;Z2) = 0 =
Hm_k(B;Z2)).

Proof. We may assume that A 76 (l) by Corollary 3.7. By an argument as in [7, §3], we
have the following exact sequence:

Hm_k(A; zz) —°+ Hm_k(M; zz) e Hm_k(B; Z2) —"’—> Hm_k(f(M); zz),

where a = (j.,(f|A).) and 1b = f, +ji with j’ : B —> f(M) the inclusion map. Since
1p(0(f),0) : O by Theorem 3.1, there exists an element u E Hm_k(A;Z2) such that
a(,u) : (j.,u, (f|A)..,u) = (0(f),0). This completes the proof. ||

Corollary 3.15 shows that the “support” of the homology class 0(f) E Hm_k(M;Z2)
is contained in the closure A of the self—intersection set of f. We do not know if u 75 0 E

Ilm_k(A; Z2) (see Proposition 6.2 in §6).

Remark 3.16 By the same argument, we can show that if v 6 Hm_k(B; Z2) satisfies jiv =
O in ll,n_k(f(M); Z2), then there exists an element [iv 6 llm_k(A; Z2) such that j.u,, =
0(f) and (f|A),,uu = v.

10



Corollary 3.17 Let f : M —> N be a continuous map of an m-dimensional closed topo—

logical manifold M into an (m + k)-dimensional topological manifold N with k > 0.

Set A = M(f). If the topological dimension of A is strictly less than m — ls, then
0(f) G llm_k(M; Z2) vanishes.

For the definition and the properties of the topological dimension, see [13].

Proof. Since the topological dimension of A is strictly less than m — k, we have
llm_k(A;Z2) = 0 by [13, Theorem VIII 4 (p.l52)]. Thus, by the exact sequence as
in the proof of Corollary 3.15, we see that f. : flm_k(M;Z2) —> Hm_k(f(M);Z2) is a
monomorphism. Then the result follows from Corollary 3.6. H

4 Application
In this section, we give an application of the results obtained in the previous section to

maps of the real projective plane into 3-dimensional manifolds.

Proposition 4.1 Let f : RP2 —) N be a continuous map of the real projective plane
into a 3—dimensional topological manifold N. If f,[RP2] = 0 in H2(N;Zz), then f. :

H,(RP2;Z2) —> lll(f(RP2); Z2) is the zero map.

Proof. By an argument similar to that in [6, §4], f is bordant to a constant map (see

[8]) and hence we have
9(f) = wi(RP2) A lRle,

which is the generator of H|(RP2; Z2) E Z2. Then the result follows from Corollary 3.4.

This completes the proof. ||

As a direct corollary to the above proposition, we obtain the following.

Corollary 4.2 ([6, Corollary 4.2]) Let f : RP2 —> N be a continuous map of the real pro-
jective plane into a 3—dimensional topological manifold N. If f,.[RP2] = 0 in H2(N; Z2),
then f is not a topological embedding.

5 Characterizations of differentiable embeddings
In this section, using results of §3, we give various new characterizations of differentiable
embeddings among generic differentiable maps.
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Definition 5.1 Let f : M —) N be a map of class 02 between smooth manifolds with
dimM < dimN. We say that f is generic for the double points if it is so in the sense of

Ronga [19]. See also [7, Definition 2.1].

Note that the set of all 02 maps which are generic for the double points is a dense
subset of the mapping space C2(M, N) endowed with the Whitney Cz—topology.

In the following, fl. denotes the reduced Cech homology group. The following is a
refinement of [5, Corollary 4.10].

Theorem 5.2 Let f : M —) N be a map of class C’2 between smooth manifolds which is

generic for the double points with m = dimM < dimN = m + k and M closed. Then f is

a differentiable embedding if and only if fim_k+,(Cf-; Z2) = 0, where C,- is the mapping
cone of the mapf: f: M —) f(M).

Proof. Let Zf- be the mapping cylinder of f and we regard M to be naturally embedded
in Zf. Denote by i : M —) Z!- the inclusion map. Since the spaces M and Z!- are compact,
we have the following exact sequence of the Cech homology (see [14], [10]):

Hm_k+1(M; z?) “+ Hm_k+1(Z,—;z2>——> Hm+k_1(Z,-, M; zz)
—> 1'1,,,_,.(M; Z2) _f-_, Hm_k(Z,—; z2).

Note that the map
i, : H.(M;Z2) —> H.(Z,—;Zz)

is equivalent to
f. : H.(M;Z2) —> 1'1.(f(M);ZQ).

By an argument similar to that of [7, p.76], we see that

i.:F1m_k+1(M;Z2)—> Hm_k+,(Z,—; Z2)

is always a monomorphism. Furthermore, Hm_k+1(Z], M; Z2) is always isomorphic to the
reduced Cech homology group Hm_k+1(Cf-; Z2). Thus, if Hm_k+1(Cj—; Z2) = 0, then

f,:1lm_k+1(M;Zzl—* Hm—k+1(f(M)§Z2l

is an isomorphism and

f- 2 Hm—k(M;Zzl —> fim—k(f(M)iZ2)

is a monomorphism. Thus, by Corollary 3.6, 0(f) E Hm_k(M; Z2) vanishes. Then by [7,

Theorem 2.2], we see that f is a differentiable embedding. ~
Conversely, if f is a differentiable embedding, it is easy to show that Ilm_k+1(Cf; Z2) =

0 since Cf is contractible. This completes the proof. ||

As the above argument shows, we also have the following.
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Proposition 5.3 Let f : M —) N be a map of class (72 between smooth manifolds which
is generic for the double points with m = dimM < dimN = m + k and M closed. Then

f is a differentiable embedding if and only iff, : Hm_k+1(M;Z2) —> Hm_k+1(f(M);Z2)
is an epimorphism and fl : flm_k(M; Z2) ——> ffm_k(f(M); Z2) is a monomorphism.

Corollary 5.4 Let f : M —) N be a map of class 02 between smooth manifolds which

is generic for the double points with m = dimM < dimN = m + k and M closed. Then

f is a differentiable embedding if and only if f. : H,(M;Z2) —) 1:1,(f(M);Z2) is an
isomorphism.

In the following, for a topological space X, we set

fl-(;X Z2) = dimz,H;-(X;z2),
[Jj(X; Z) : rankHj(X;Z),
[9,-(X; zz) = dimz2HJ-(X;z2),

BAX; Z) = rankHJ-(X;Z).

As a related result, we have the following.

Proposition 5.5 Let f : M -—> N be a map of class C72 between smooth manifolds
which is generic for the double points with dimN = dimM + 1 and M closed. Suppose
that I-l|(N; Z2) = 0. Then f is a differentiable embedding if and only if Bm(M; Z2) =
fin(f(M); Z2) and BMM; Z) = Bm(f(M); Z).

Proof. For Z2 and Z coefficients, we have the exact sequence

0 —> HO(N) —> HO(N — f(M)) —> Hl(N,N — f(M)) ——> I'll(N).

By our assumption, we have H1(N) = 0 and by Alexander duality, H‘(N, N — f(M)) is

isomorphic to llm(f(M)), since N is orientable (see [22]). Thus we have

50m]; Z2) + Bm(f(M); Z2) HolN—f(M);Zz)
= 50(N—f(M);Z)
= fio(N;Z)+Bm(f(M);Z)-

Since we have
flofN;Z2) =fi0(N;Z)7

Bm(M;Zzl= Bm(f(M ) z?) and Bm(M;Z)=Bm(f(M);Z),
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then we have

flm(M; Z2) = 5m(M; Z)

and hence M must be orientable. Then the result follows from [7, Corollary 2.6]5. This
completes the proof. H

The above proposition suggests the following question: if a map f : M —> N of class
C2 between smooth manifolds is generic for the double points and satisfies fL(M; R) E”

17_(f(M); It) for every commutative ring R, then is f a differentiable embedding? The

answer to this question is in fact negative as the following example shows.

Example 5.6 Let (p : 51 —) R2 be a self-transverse immersion with exactly one normal
crossing point at the origin as in Figure 1. Let T : R2 —> R2 be the reflection with respect
to the second coordinate axis. We may assume that there exists an orientation preserving
involution % : S1 —) 5" such that (p o “F = r o (p. Set M = S1 x [O,1]/(p,1) ~ (f(p),0)
and N = R2 x [0,1]/(q,1) ~ (7’(q),0), which are diffeomorphic to the torus and the

open solid Klein bottle respectively. Then define the smooth immersion f : M —-> N by

f(p,t) : (<p(p),t). We will show that H.(M;R) is isomorphic to H.(f(M);R) for any
commutative ring R with unit.

Figure 1 here

Set M1 = S" x [0,1/2] and M2 = 51 x [1/2, 1], which are considered to be subspaces
of M. Then we have the following Mayer—Vietcris exact sequence of R—modules:

112(f(M1);R)€B Hz(f(M2); R) —* Hz(f(M); Rli

—->Hi(f(M1)flf(M2);Rl L) H1(f(M1l;R)@H1(f(le;Rl—>H1(f(M)§R)
—> H0(f(M1)flf(M2);R) ——> fi0(f(M1)iR)EBfi0(f(M2)iR)'

Thus we see that Hz(f(M); R) is isomorphic to the kernel of 7] and HI(f(M); R) is iso—

morphic to the direct sum of the cokernel of 77 and R. With respect to appropriate bases
for Hl(f(M1) fl f(Mg);R) and H1(f(M1);R) GE) Hl(f(M2);R), 77 is represented by the
matrix

Owe-— b—‘Ol—‘O HOOP—l Or—‘r—‘O

§ln [7], the manifold N is assumed to be connected. However. this assumption is redundant, if we
replace the condition fl0(N — f(M)) = fio(M) +1 by the condition fioUV —- f(M)) = [30(M) + 130(N) in
[7, Corollary 2.6].
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This matrix is easily seen to be equivalent to the matrix

OOOH COMO OHOO COCO

Thus we see that Hl(f(M); R) and Hz(f(M); R) are isomorphic to R GB R and R respec-
tively. On the other hand, since M is diffeomorphic to the torus 51 x 5", Hl(M; R) and
1{2(M; R) are also isomorphic to R619 R and R respectively. Hence H*(M; R) = RAM; R)
is isomorphic to H*(f(M); R) = R*(f(M); R) for every commutative ring R with unit.

Nevertheless, f is not an embedding.
The above example shows that the condition H1(N; Z2) = 0 is essential in Proposi-

tion 5.5. Note also that, in the above example, f, : H1(M; R) ——) H1(f(M); R) is not an
isomorphism for R = Z2, Z.

6 Maps with a normal crossing point
In this section, we study continuous maps which have normal crossing points of multiplic-
ity two.

Definition 6.1 Let f : M —-> N be a continuous map between smooth manifolds. A

point q E N is said to be a differentiable normal crossing point of multiplicity r, if there
exists an open ball neighborhood U of q in N such that f“(U) is a disjoint union of

open disks V1, . . . , V, in M, that fIV; : V,- —> U are differentiable embeddings of class C1

(i = 1, . . .,r), and that, for a C’1 diffeomorphism 4p : U —> R" with Lp(q) = 0 (n = dimN),
(p o f(V,-) (i : 1,...,r) are linear subspaces of R” in general position. Compare this
definition with that of [20].

The Following is a refinement of Corollary 3.15 for maps with a differentiable normal
crossing point.

Proposition 6.2 Let f : M —+ N be a continuous map of an m—dimensional closed

smooth manifold M into an (m. + k)-dimensional smooth manifold N with k > 0. Set
A = _(T). Iff has a differentiable normal crossing point of multiplicity two, then there
exist a compact ANR A1 in M containing A and a nonzero element u E Hm_k(Al; Z2)
such that

j1,/t = 0(f) E 1{m_k(M;Z2) and (fl/l1)*ll= 0 E 1¥m_k(Bl;Z2),

where j] : A1 —) M is the inclusion map and BI = f(A,).
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Proof. Let q E f(M) be a differentiable normal crossing point of multiplicity two and
let U, V1, V2 and 4p : U —> R" be as in Definition 6.1. Let U’ be the open ball neighborhood
of q in U which corresponds to the open unit disk in R" by cp. Set V/ = V,- 0 f‘1(U’)
(i : 1,2) and A1 = (M —— (W U Vz')) U f"(Z), where Z is a sufficiently small closed
tubular neighborhood of f(V1) fl f(V2) in U (see Figure 2). Note that A1 contains A and
is a compact ANR.

Figure 2 here

Let {Wnlfzii be a sequence of open neighborhoods of Bl = f(A1) in N such that
Bl = nlewn, Wn+l C Wu for all n = 1,2,3,..., and that Wn are all compact. Then,
for each 71, there exists aIC'2 map gn : M ——) N which is generic for the double points
and approximates f such that g,1 is homotopic to f, that gn|(g;1(U')) is an immersion
with normal crossings without triple points with the set Y,1 of normal crossing points of
multiplicity two being an open disk of dimension m — k properly embedded in U', that
Z 0 U' is a closed tubular neighborhood of Y" in U', Wyn) C A1, gn(A1) C Wn, and that
gnl/ll and fI/l, : A1 —) W" are homotopic.

Set it" : in*[M(gn)] e Hm_k(A1;Z2), where in : M(gn) —+ A1 is the inclusion map
and [M(gn)] G ]{m—k(m; Z2) is the fundamental class of M(gn) in the sense of Ronga
[19]. Let Tn be a 2k—dimensional open disk properly embedded in U’ which intersects Y"

transversely at one point such that TnflZ is a 2k—dimensional closed disk. Since the image
of un in Hm_k(A1,A1—g;1(Tn);Z2)E“ Z2®Z2 is nonzero, we see that un G Hm_k(A1; Z2)
is nonzero.

Since A1 is a compact ANR, Hm_k(A1; Z2) is finitely generated and hence is a finite

group. Thus there exist an infinite subsequence {pm} of {lln} and an element“ 6
Hm_k(A1; Z2) such that u,” = u # 0 for all 1. Then we have full = 0(gn,) = 0(f) by [19],

since g", and f are homotopic, and

(fl/11m =(gn.|A1).un, = 0 e 11m_k(Wn,; Z2)

by [7, Lemma 3.1], since 9,” is generic for the double points. Since the inverse limit

1311 Hal-(Wm; z?)

is identified with Hm_k(Bl;Z2), we see that (f|A1).u = 0 in Hm_k(Bl;ZQ). This com—

pletes the proof. H

The following corollary follows from Proposition 6.2 together with an argument similar
to that in the proof of [5, Lemma 6.3].
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Corollary 6.3 Let f : M ——> N be a continuous map of an m—dimensional closed smooth
manifold M into an (m + k)-dimensional smooth manifold N with k > 0. If f has a
differentiable normal crossing point of multiplicity two and 0(f) = 0 in Hm_k(M;Z2),
then f. : Hm_k+1(M; Z2) —) Iim_k+1(f(M); Z2) is not an epimorphism.

The following is a refinement of [5, Proposition 6.4].

Corollary 6.4 Let f : M —> N be a continuous map of a. connected orientable m—

dimensional closed smooth manifold M into a connected (m + 1)—dimensional smooth
manifold N with H;(N;Z2) = 0. lff has a differentiable normal crossing point of

multiplicity two, then the number of connected components ofN — f(M) is greater than
or equal to three.

Proof. By an argument similar to that in the proof of Proposition 5.5, we see that the
number of connected components of N — f(M) is equal to dimz2 Iilm(f(M); Z2) + 1. On

the other hand, by an argument similar to that in the proof of [5, Lemma 6.3], we have
the following exact sequence:

1:1111(AI;Z2)_'> Hm(Bl; Z2) EB Hm(M1Z2) —) Hm(f(M); Z2),

where A1 and B1 are as in Proposition 6.2. Note that [ind/41; Z2) = 0, since A1 75 M and
M is connected. Thus f. : IYm(M; Z2) —) Hm(f(M); Z2) is a monomorphism.

On the other hand, by our assumption, it is easy to see that 0(f) 6 Hm_1(M;Z2)
vanishes. Thus by Corollary 6.3, we have dimz2Hm(f(M); Z2) 2 dimz2Hm(M; Z2) +1 =
2. Thus the number of connected components of N — f(M) is greater than or equal to
three. This completes the proof. ]|

Corollary 6.4 generalizes the results in [3], [1], [2] about coclimension~l immersions
with normal crossings. In fact, using Corollary 6.4, we can prove the converse of the
Jordan—Brouwcr theorem for codinmnsion-l 02 maps which are generic for the double
points (see [7, Corollary 2.6]).

Note that a more general result concerning maps with a normal crossing point of

multiplicity r _>_ 2 has been obtained in [20]. See also [21].

7 R-bordism invariance of 9“)
In this section, we show that the homology class t)(f) is invariant under a. certain kind of

bordism.
Let M,, Mg and N be topological manifolds, where Ml and M2 are closed and have

the same dimension m.
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Definition 7.1 Two continuous maps fl : M1 —-> N and fg : M2 -+ N are said to be H,-

bordant if there exist a compact (m + 1)-dimensional topological manifold with boundary,
W, and a continuous map F : W —> N such that
(l) W is a cobordism between M1 and M2; i.e, OW is identified with the disjoint union
of M1 and M2,

(2) there exist retractions 7'1 : W —) M1 and T2 : W —) M2, and

(3) F|M1= fl and F|M2 = fg.

For example, if M1 = M2 and fl and f? are homotopic, then they are R—bordant.

Note that if fl and f2 are R—bordant, then there exists a canonical isomorphism be—

tween H.(M1; Z2) and H,(M2; Z2) (see [11, Theorem l.2]). Iffact, (r2oi1), : H*(M1; Z2) —)

H.(Mg;Z2) and (r1 0 ig),k : IL(M2;Z2) —+ H_(M1;Z2) are isomorphisms and are in—

verse ol each other, where il : M1 —) W and i2 : M2 —) W denote the inclusion

maps. Furthermore, we have fl. = f2_ 0 (T2 0 il). : [L(M1;Z2) —> H,(N;Zz) and
f2, = f“ 0 (1'1 0 i2). : H.(M2; Z2) —> H,,(N;Zg), since

f2_o(r20i1)i = Fsoi2.or2.oi1. (22)

= F, oi1,or1,,oi2,or2. Oil:- (23)

= F, o i], (24)

= fit, (25)

where the equation (23) follows from [11, Lemma 1.1].

When the manifolds M1 and M2 admit differentiable structures, we can characterize
the above relation as follows.

Proposition 7.2 Let M1 and M; be closed smooth manifolds with the same dimension

and N a topological manifold. Then two continuous maps fl : M1 —> N and f2 : M2 —> N
are R—bordant ifand only if there exist two continuous maps gl : M1 —) M2 and 92 : M2 —>

M1 such that g]. : H.(M1;Z2) —-> H.(M2;Z2) and g2. : H.(M2;Z2) —) H_(M1;Zg) are
inverse isomorphisms and that fg. ogl. = fl, : H.(M1; Z2) —) H.(N; Z2) and fl. o g. =
fg, : H.(M2; Z2) —) H..(N; Z2).

Proof. If fl and fg are R—bordant, then the continuous maps 9, : 7‘2 0 i, : M, ——) M2

and gg : 7', o i; : M2 —) M, satisfy the required conditions as has been seen above.
Suppose the existence of g1 and gg. Then by the proof of [11, Theorem 1.7], we see

that [Mhid >< gl] = [ll/[2,92 >< id] 6 JVmM/Il >< M2), where Nm denotes the m-th bordism

group with m = dili = dimle (see [8]) and “id” denotes the identity map. Consider
the images under the homomorphism

Nm(M1>< MAMA/“(M1 x M2) x N),
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where p] : M] x M2 —> M1 denotes the projection to the first factor. Then we have

[Mhid x g, x f,] = [M2,gg x id x (fl 092” E Nm(M1>< M2 x N). Since (fl o g2),, :
fg. by our assumption, by an argument using the method of Whitney numbers (see [8,

(17.2) Theoreml), we see that [M2,gg><idx(flog2)] = [M2,g2xidxf2] E Nm(M1><M2XN).
Hence we have [Mhid x g x fl] = [M2,gg >< id x jg]. Thus there exists a (smooth)
cobordism W between M1 and M2 and a. continuous map F : W ——) M1 >< M2 x N such
that Ii'IMl = id x gl >< fl and FIMg = g2 x id x fg. Then T1: ”1013’le —> M,
and T2 = fig 0 F : W ——> M2 give retractions which restrict to g2 and g1 on M2 and M1

respectively, and F = as o F : W —) N gives a continuous map such that F|M1 = fl
and F‘lM‘Z = fg, where 7r1 : M1 >< M2 x N —> M1,7r2:M1>< M2 x N —> M2 and

W3 : M1 x M2 x N —) N denote the projections. Thus fl and f2 are R—bordant. This

completes the proof. H

Corollary 7.3 Let M be a closed smooth manifold and N a topological manifold. Then
two continuous maps fl : M —) N and f2 : M —) N are R-bordant if fl. = fg. :

The following is closely related to the main theorem of [6] concerning the bordism
invariance of the homology class 0(f).

Theorem 7.4 Let fl. M1 —> N and f2: M2 —+ N be continuous maps ofm- dimensional
closed topological manifolds M1 and M2 into an (711+ k)—dimensional topological manifold
N with k > 0. If fl and [2 are R-bordant, then 0(f1) E Hm_k(M1;Z2) corresponds to
0(f2) E Hm_k(M2; Z2) by the canonical isomorphism.

Proof. Let f be an arbitrary element of H‘(N; Z2). Then we have

(T2 0i1)*((ff§l"lM1ll = 7‘2- °i1*((ii(F""lM1l) (26)

= 7‘2‘ ((F'€) ’“
iffMll)

(27)

= 7‘(2. (f‘F'f) i2.[M2]) (28)

= T2,.. 0
)i2*((i

2F(fill A [M2ll (29)

= (f25 A [M2], (30)

where the equation (28) follOWS from the fact that i1.[ll/[1] = i2.[A/Ig] in Hm(W; Z2). This

together with the fact that f1,,[M1] = f2.[Mg] E Hm (N; Z2) implies that f{(Uf,) A [MI] E

Hm_ k(M1; Z2) correSponds to f;(Uh)[M2] 6 Hm- k(M2;Z2).
On the other hand, we have

(72 oii)*(((f1‘w(N))Vim/Will” [Mill (31)
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= 1'2,‘ oi1*((iI(F*w(N))) A (U7(M Al))Mil (32)

= 7"2u-((1[‘“w(N)) A lbw—4M1A) lM11)) (33)

= r2.((F*w(N)) Ail~(((r2°i1)w(M2)) AlMll)) (34)

= 7‘2*((F'10(N)) A i1—((1i7‘§(f(Mz))) A lM11)) (35)

= 7‘2~((F*w(N)) A ((TT3“)”W2)) A 7312111411» (36)

= T2*((F*U)(N)) A (U‘iw (M2 )) A' i2-lM21)) (37)

= T2~((( "w(N))V(T§w(M2)))Aiz-1le) (38)

= 7m 0 Z'2*((i3((1'“'~U(N)) (T2'wlM2) ))) A lM2l) (39)

= ((fzw (N)) wM(2A)) lM2l (40)

where the equation (34) follows from [11, Lemma 1.4]. Thus ((f1*w(N)) v u')(M1)) h-
[M1] 6 H.(M1; Z2) corresponds to ((f2*w(N)) v tb(M2)) A [M2] 6 H.(M2; Z2).

Hence 0(f,) = (fl“(U/,) — wk(f,)) A [ll/11] E Hm_k(M|;Z2) corresponds to 0(f2) =
(f2‘(Uh) — wk(f2)) A [M2] 6 11m..k(1w'2; Z2). This completes the proof. H

Combining the above theorem with Corollary 7.3, we obtain the following.

Corollary 7.5 Let M be an m-dimensional closed smooth manifold and N an (m + k)-
dimensional topological manifold with k > 0. If two continuous maps fl : M —> N
and f2 : M —> N satisfies fl, = fg. : H.(M;Z2) —> H.(N;Z2), then 0(f1) = 0(f2) E

I‘1m_k(M;Z2)-

Combining Theorem 7.4 with Corollary 3.7, we have the following.

Corollary 7.6 Let f : M —) N be a continuous map of an m-dimensional closed topo-
logical manifold M into an (m + k)-dimensional topological manifold N with k > 0. Iff
is R-bordant to a topological embedding, then 0(f) = 0 in Hm_k(M; Z2).

The converse of Corollary 7.6 does not hold as is seen in the following example.

Example 7.7 Consider a continuous map f : CP2 —) R5. Since H3(CP2;Z2) = 0, 9(f)
always vanishes. Suppose that f is R—bordant to a topological embedding g : M —) R5.

Then H‘(M; Z2) E H*(CP2; Z2) and by [1], Lemma 1.4], lDQ(M) corresponds to 1122(CP2)

under the isomorphism. Since 11—22(CP2) does not vanish, we see that lI)2(M) = 102(g) also
does not vanish. Thus g cannot be a topological embedding by Corollary 3.10. Thus

f : CI’2 —> R5 is not lt—bordant to a topological embedding, although 0(f) = 0.

By an argument similar to the above example, we can show the following.
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Proposition 7.8 Let f : M —) N be a continuous map of an m-dimensional closed

topological manifold M into an (m + k)-dimensional topological manifold N with k > 0.

Iff is R-bordant to a topological embedding, then w,(f) = 0 in H’lM; Z2) for alli > k.

The above proposition suggests the following problem.

Problem 7.9 Let f : M ——> N be a continuous map of an m—dimensional closed topological
manifold M into an (m + k)—dimensional topological manifold N with It > 0. If 9(f) = 0

in Hm_k(M;Z2) and “uh-(f) = 0 in Hl(M;Z2) for all i > k, then is f R-bordant to a
topological embedding?

Example 7.10 Consider a continuous map f : 51 —> N, where N is an arbitrary 2—

dirnensional topological manifold. Then by Corollary 3.14, 9(f) e Ho(.5'l;Z2) always
vanishes. Furthermore, obviously we have w,(f) = 0 for all i > 1. On the other hand, it
is not difficult to show that every element of Hl(N; Z2) can be represented by a topolog—

ical embedding of 51 into N. Thus, by Corollary 7.5, we see that every continuous map
f : S" —) N is R—bordant to a topological embedding. In fact, when N is smooth, every
continuous map f is R—bordant to a smooth embedding.

In Problem 7.9, if we replace the condition “R—bordant” with “homotopic”, then we

have a counter example as follows.

Example 7.11 Consider the continuous map f : 5" —> C —— {0} defined by f(z) -_- z2,

where we identify 5" with the unit circle in C. Then, by the previous example, it is

lt-bordant to a smooth embedding of S1 into C — {0}. Suppose that f is homotopic to
a topological embedding g : 51 —) C —— {0}. By the Schoenflies theorem, g(5’1) bounds a
region U in C homeomorphic to the closed 2-dimensional disk. If 0 ¢ U, then g is null—

homotopic in C — {0}, which is a contradiction. If 0 E U, then g represents a generator
of I-ll(C — {0}; Z2). Thus 9 is not homotopic to f, which is again a contradiction. Thus,

f is not homotopic to a topological embedding, although it is R—bordant to a topological
embedding.
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